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The July 18th Meeting at Fernbank
The Atlanta Astronomy Club will hold its next

meeting on July 18 at 8:00pm in the Fernbank Science
C€nter. Howard Brewington will be speaking on
collimating your telescope and other do-ityourself
improvements.

Howaxd currently runs the Planetarium at the
Alamorgordo Space and Rocket Center. He resides in
Cloudcroft, New Mexico with his wife Trudy. Both were
originally from South Carolina, but moved to New Mexico
to darker and clearer skies to hunt for comets. The reason
they chose New Mexico was it gave Howard a full hour d
darkness to hunt each evening BEFORE David Le!y!!! To
date Howard has discovered 5 comets, one is a periodic
comet lost for ahnost a century while another that beaxs his
name alone is a periodic comet that retums every eight
yea$,

Iloward and T::d,v were also friends ofthe late Clyde
Tombaugh (discoverer of Pluto) and last visited Dr.
Tombaugh at his home with four members of the Atlarta
Astronomv Club.

The Atlanta Astronomy Club
June Meeting Jane 2O, 1997

by G inrty Mqu I din-Kinney
The June Meeting of the Atlanta Astronomy

Club was held on June 20, 1997 at Emory
University's White Hall at 8:00 pm with
approxinately 50 people present.

After calling the meeting to order, Art Russell
asked the various committees to give their reports:

Phil Sacco - Observing Chairman announced
asked that all members note the dates posted on the
blackboard in the meeting hall since many ofthem
will have passed by the time the July Focal Point is
pdnted.
. HELP CALL! Art Russell requested a volunteer

to aid in Audio Visual setup for all club
meetings. Larry Higgins volunteered his services!
Thanks, Larry!

o Joe Sheppard recently underwent a successful
Pancreas and Kidney transplant and is doing well!

. Please also note that all Dark Sk), Observing
Surveys regarding Dark Sky Sites need to be
retumed ASAP to Mark Banks!

. lfyou received a membership renewal form in
your last Focal Point, please retum ASAP to Pat
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Sammons, CIub Treasurer. These funds allow for our
monthly club meetings to continue and also aid in
funding various other projects such as receiving your
Focal Point.

Pat Sammons - CIub Treasurer announced that the
AAC has Sl l,308 total in both our checking and savings
accounts combined, Please continue to donate to the
Speaker Fund and Refreshment Fund at every monthly club
meeting! Please renew all Sky & Telescope as well as
Astronomy magazine subscriptions through Pat so your
subscription renewal won't get delayed.

Tushar Thrivikraman - Newsletter Editor announced
that the article deadline for the July Focal Point is July lst.

Gimy Mauldin-Kituey - Recording Secretary had
nnthino tn rennrt

Ken Poshedly - Peach State Star Gaze Committee
Chairman announced that the books are closed for 1997's
PSSG. Attendance has increased steadily over the last four
years! The t998 PSSG will occur the lst New Moon
weekend after Easter. Please mark it on your calendar and
start making your plans now!

JuIy:

0lseruing Senedule
for a more informative schedule or

directions see page 5

10th (call)-Flint River Astronomy Club, Guest speaker Atlanta
Astronomy Club's Phil Sacco.

llth (8:00)-Villa Rica Beg. Moon and Ccinstellation Gaze..
l2th (7:00)-Villa Rica, Beg. Orientation and Star Gaze
15th (8:30)-Sidewalk Astronomy for Camp Independence at

Camo Twin Lakes.
21st {call)-Sidewalk astronomy with the Girl Scouts of

Cumming.
26th (7:30)-Wine taste and Star Gaze with the North River

Crossing Swim and Tennis Association.
August :

2nd (call)-Dauset Trails, DSG
8th (8:00)-Villa Rica, Beg. Moon Gaze and Constellation hop.
9th (7:00)-Vil1a Ric4 Beg. Orientation and Gaze.
30th (call)-Turkey Farm, DSG.

September:
sth (8:00)-Villa Rica. Beginners Observing Session
6th (7:00Fvilla Rica, Beginners Orientation and Gaze

all times are pm unless speclied



Tom Buchanan - Light Pollution Chairman had
nothing to report.

fuch Jakiel - Visual Impressions Program (VIP)
Coordinator encourages AAC members to draw all objects
that you observe so that you can fi.rther develop your eye to
notice detail. Your submissions could be included on our
web page!

Alex Langoussis - Publicity announced that we are
Iisted in the Leisure section ofthe Atlanta Joumal and
Constitution advertising our Open Houses.

Guest Speakers
During the June meeting AAC hosted the Fint AAC

Amateur Symposium. The symposium was conducted by 7
amateurs on a wide variety oftopics:

Phil Sacco: Certificate/Pin programs such as the
Messier "100"

Art Russell: Having fun with the Herschel "400"
Rich Jakiel: Making Deep-sky contributions to the

Webb Society
Steve Smith and Larry Higgins: Getting involved

with Sidewalk Astronomy
David Hanon: CCD Imaging

The meeting concluded with some ofthe attendees heading
toward the Athens Pizza House.

PRIME FOCUS: PRESIDENT'S VIEW
POINT

by Art Rwsell
BARBER OBSERVATORY. I've received a number of
inquiries aborrr the firtrre ofthe Bar!:er Ohsen,atory in light
ofthe club's current efforts to find a new dark site
observatory location. The Atlanta Astronomy Club has no
intention ofclosing the Barber Observatory. The Barber
Observatory has many years of life remaining and we
anticipate that it will continue to figure prominently in our
efforts to increase the public's awareness ofand access to
astronomy. The Barber Observatory is conveniently located
only about 35 miles west ofAtlanta and features an excellent
array oftelescopes. Additionally, as it can host a large
number of people it enlances its use as a teaching facility.

SIDEWALK ASTRONOMY. Tracy Wilson, a new
member, has volunteered to head up our Sidewalk
Astronomy Program. Expect Tracy to work closely with
Philip Sacco, our Observing Chairman, to provide a full
schedule of observing opportunities. Tracy encourages all
Atlanta Astronomy Club members to participate, at least
occasionally, in Sidewalk Astronomy activities. You'll meet
new people who are interested in astronomy. Moreover,
since Sidewalk Astronomy is normally done in-town, you
won't have to drive too far!! Contact Tracy telephonically at
770-270-9402 or by email at tracv2@mindsoring.com.

AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPORT. We are still seeking a
volunteer to take on responsibility for audio-visual support
for club activities. Curent responsibilities are limited to
locating and setting up A./V equipment to support speakers
at the monthly club meetings, and at other club activities.
Please give me a call at 404-373-4119 or email at
artrussell@mindsoring.com if you are interested in helping

out. Contact Tushar Thrivikaman at 770-2'70-0'142 or
email k[hliyi@emor.edu for additional information or the
specifics ofthejob.

BY-LAWS REVISION COMMITTEE. In accordance
with the Article VII, Section l, Duties of Officers; I am
establishing a 3 person committee to consider revision of
the current by-laws.

Rationale. The current by-laws were written in 1977 and
represent the Atlanta Astronomy Club a time when it was a
much smaller club than it is now, about 50 members. Since
that time the club has grown significantly with members
whose interests in astronomy range widely. Two recent
initiatives in 1994 and 1996 as well as previous initiatives
made several revisions ofthe by-laws while Ieaving other
areas needing revision unaddressed. Additionally, the date
for renewal ofthe club's incorporation is fast approaching
necessitating a review ofthe by-laws and our incorporation
papers. The committee will propose suggested revisions to
the by-laws as a part ofthe process of reviewing ow
incorporation papen.

Please take the time to read and review the club's
current by-laws. Ifyou identi$r an area within the by-laws in
need ofrevision, please inform one ofthe comrnittee
members as soon as possible, providing the specific Article
and Section in need ofrevision, the nature ofthe revision
and your intent in revision.

By-Law Comrnittee Chairman:
Committee Member:
Cornmittee Member:

Art Russell
Eric Shelton
Lemy Abbey

AAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING: ll JUNE,
1997. In accordance with Article VIIL Section I. I held a
Board of Dircctors meeting under the newly elected
administration. Board member Tom Crowley was elected as
Chairman of the Board ofDirectors. Other major business
included presentation and approval ofthe club budget;
a rouncement ofthe Dark Site Observatory Committee;
debate on the club's continued membership in the
Astronomical League (tabled pending committee
recommendation, contact Tom Crowley ifyou wish to
comment); Observing program initiatives by Philip Sacco,
Observing Chairman: publicity of the Visual Impression
Program; and donations. Additional discussion was held on
efforts to finish renovation ofthe club's 12.5 inch loaner
scope; management of the club library; plamed ATM Group
activities; and ar invitation from the South Eastem Region
ofthe Astronomical League (SERAL) for the AAC to host
an Astronomical League convention (discussion tabled
pending recommendations of committee on remaining in the
Astonomical League).

ATM GROUP ACTMTIES. The AAC's ATM Group
held its inaugural meeting at Fernbank Science Center on 13
June. AAC member Tirn Puckett presented the evenings
subject: a review ofhigh accuracy mount making. Tim also
hosted the ATM Group and AAC members at his
observatory on 28 June to view the results ofhis telescope
making efforts. The nex! meeting ofthe ATM Group will be
11 July, 1997, 8PM, at Agnes Scott College's Bradley
Observatory. The evening's topic will be mirror testing.
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10 Reasons to .Ioin the Atlanta Astronomy
Club

by Chrissy Mondell
10. Everyone has a great time sharing ideas...
9. No one is judgmental at least no one I've met so far...
8. The Events are fun, and FREE too!..
7. Lols oflarge scopes available for viewing...
6. The -Hot House" at Villa Rica.....
5. To obtain "Prime Focus" doesn't mean what to wear at

a night club to get attention...
4. Continual Events........
3. Chieflans' outdoor showers.(gotch 'ya Phil...)
2. Wonderful and Funny People with brains in their

heads. . . . . . . . .
l. And the Number One Reason for joining

Crab Nebula dip from Chrissys' Kitchen!!!

From the Observing Chair
by Philip Sacco

Well gang, we are under weigh..............That
happens to be very appropdate Naly slang for 'getting

under way'. With the very cooperative weather we have had
since the lirst week of May, we have had a total bust on
our scheduled events. We are not alone. The Flint River
Club has had several sidewalk astronomy nights and club
viewing nights rained out as well. There you go, Larry, the
curse stil l follows you.........!

I have had a fair response by our new members
conceming the various viewing programs. I now have
ample copies with me, and copies will be available at any
club meeting and hopefully on our web-page soon, as well
as copies ofthe orierilatio,-r 'nareriai. I do necd i,;lp Piifi ing
these programs on, and it is a whole lot easier ifyou come
to me with a date in mind than forcing me to hunt people
down to help. The information is prepared for you. With
the remendous influx ofnew members we are experiencing,
it is no longer a one man job to bring these new friends
along. We curently have lots ofactivities on the books,
but YOUR PARTICIPATION IS ESSENTIAL to keep
them coming.

The people at the 'Camera Bug' downtown are
still providing us a 10olo discount on purchases. However,
The Nature Comoanlr at Perimeter Mall will no longer
extend their discount to us because of our Moon Gaze with
another merchant at the mall this month.

Concern has been raised over the availability ofthe
clubs equipment. for use because ofthe great nrnnber of
people enjoying themselves out there. I take this situation
as a boon for the club, knowing that our facility is in such
demand. Let us all bear in mind that we all share equal
privileges as memben, and if several members would like to
use the scopes out there, please use a 'Round Robin'
approach so as to make it fair for all. If you would like to
do a special study with our clubs equipment. for those
special events which occur, check the clubs calendar frst. If
it is a club viewing night, you may be asked to present your
work out there as a class in turn for using the scopes that
night. Any other night is fair game, and a simple call to me
can'reserve' the use ofthe equipment. for special occasions.
ifyou are going to be desperate to use one ofthe piered
scopes, I suggest a simple call to make sure it hasn't been

'spoken for'. I would like you all to know that this is not a
new policy, but bearing in mind simple protocol like this
may avert chapped feelings in the future. We Encourage
everyone's use ofour facility, especially those ofus
performing research, or studies ofpeculiar events. Hopefully
bearing a few simple elements of courtesy and fellowship in
mind will help avert any problems which may arise in the
futwe. Personally, I for one enjoy 'looking over the
shoulder' of a more advanced viewer.....................it 's a
good way to leam, and I haven't found anyone in the club
that has been unwilling to share their knowledge.

We have had a pile of new members join in the
past two months, is there any interest in a social event
......you know as in a PARTY?! Folks interested in us
having one or helping put one on are encouraged to call
LYNN CROWLEY 404-233-6886 and offer suggestions and
comments. Sure would be a nice way to meet our new
friends, especially with the weather like it's been
Know what I mean?

Keep Looking Up!l

Doing The "V.I.P."
by Richard Jakiel (V.l.P. Coordinator)

The "V.I.P." or Visual Impression Program is a
observation program created by the AAC- Participants in
this progam will be required to drqw a variety of solar
system and deep sky objects. Drawing enlances the
observers ability to discem detail and an inexpensive means
to make a permanent record ofyour observations. Drawing
does not require any special talent, but does involve some
practice and diligence.
Materials and Methods:

lry medium is acceptable, as long as you feel
comfortable with the results. Perhaps the easiest to "master"
is black on white. All that is required is a pencil, papel
clipboard and a good eraser. A No. 2 pencil is "OK', but to
get a good, solid "black" you will need either layout or
charcoal pencils. Bound sketch or drawing pads are by fr
the best means to keep your "finished" drawings together.
For field work, you'll need a clipboard, paper, and a red
light (best if variable in intensity). Field drawings need
NOIbe a masterpiece, but rather a record of what you saw.
You'll make notes on them, and sketch out the fine details.
Afterwards, you can make a finished drawing in your
sketchbook.

The eraser is your "friend". You can actually "draw"
with an eraser, and make fine details including mottling in
nebulae or dark lanes in galaxies. By far the best kind d
eraser are the soft, pliable gummy types found in axt stores.
Costing less than a dollar, they can be molded like putty
into almost any form you wish. I often form a point and
"draw' (emse!) in delicate details. Try to avold using the
erasers on the end of the No. 2 pencil. They have harsh
abrasives and can destroy the textue ofthe paper if used too
liberally.
The "Fine" Art of Smudging:

Most people when they begin to draw arc often
concemed about the technical and aesthetic aspects. Fine
details require some pmctice in obsewing, but what about
that delicate nebulous look? That can be achieved using the
simple technique of"smudging". lts really easy to do - ever
brush your hand accidentally across your drawing? There are



two main methods that are used. The first requires nothing
more sophisticated than the tip of your finger. The other
uses a "blending stump", a cloth-covered "pencil" that can
be found in a variety of sizes at any art supplies store. The
results are similar, but not quite the same. The finger
method produces a coarser, more mottled smudge than what
is accomplished with a blending stump. For very hne,
detailed smudging the blending stump is by fa the best.
Here's a lew helpful hints while smudging: l) keep your
fingen dry and grease tee, 2) don't mix blending stumps;
i.e.; keep the white and black charcoal separate, and 3) "fix"
your drawings with a fixative. You don't want the
smudging to "continue" after you're done!
The "Rules":

Other than to draw the objects listed in the next
section - there are very few rules, There are no slarting or
ending dates, so old drawings are useable. Any medium
may be used, and I'm not going to judge the technical
merits ofyour drawings unless yoa wqnt me to. The other
major rule is that all field drawings MU^II be made while at
the eyepiece. No copying from books or other sources - I
will know. For best results, use at least a 6 or 8-inch scope.
Observers who complete the following list of +30 objects
will receive a zice certificate of merit similar to those given
out for the Astronomical League's (AL) Messier and
Herschel Programs. In time, the AAC hopes to take this
program nationally - first to the Ilorld llide llebb, and then
to the AL. In the fuhre, I hope to get your best dnwings
scamed so they may appear in a regular basis on the AAC's
homepage.
The V.I.P, List:

Listing below are a selection of solar system and
deep sky cbj?ct-. :hat a13 req'lircd tc be dl:'.v:. N{ost olthese
objects are very distinctive and are representative of their
class. I did not single handily generate this list as I had a
great deal of input from Alex Langoussis, so blame him as
well! With some planning, most participants can lnish the
program in a year or less. The list is subdivided into two
parts, the solar system and deep sky.

Solar System:
l) Lunar: (l)draw the region surrounding the craler
Triesnecker. This is a surprising complex are4 with
numerous interconnecting rilles. Try observing/drawing this
area at 2 different phases, to see how the change in sun
angle affects the visibility ofthe rilles and the crater.
2) Planets: (3) Make one drawing of each of these 3 planets:
Jupiter, Mars and Saturn. Jupiter will be visible this
summer, Satum in the fall and Mars will be best late in the
year and in the winter/spring of '97. I am a member d
A.L.P.O. so if you need blank disks of Jupiter or Satum,
ask me.
3) Sun - (1) sunspots or active region drawing.
D€epsky Objects:
l) Open Clusters (5): Ml I (Wild duck), M45 @leiades),
M6 (Butterfly), NGC 7789, and NGC 457 (Owl)
2) Diftuse Nebulae (5): M42, NGC 2261 (Hubble's Variable
Nebula), M8 (Lagoon), M 20 (Triffid) and Ml7 (Swan)
3) Planetary Nebulae (5): M27 (Dumbbell), M57 (Ring),
M97 (Owl), NGC 2392 (Eskimo), NGC 7662 (Blue
Snowball)
4) Supemova Remnant (2): Ml (Crab), NGC 6960/6992-35
-The "Veil", pick your favorite piece!

5) Globular Clusters (3): M4, Mt3, Ml5
6) Galaxies (6): M5l (Whirlpool - lots of detail in a large
scope), M82, Ml04 (Sombrero), M87, NGC 253 (Silver
DoUar), and NGC 4565.
Total number ofobjects: 32
Spdng and summer is a great time to "bag" most of your
galaxies, clusters and nebulae, so get started now!

Tales from the Dark Site
And There They Were.....

by Philip Sacco
I have been a member of the AAC going on three

years now and this one experience I had at the Peach State
Star Gaze is like none other ofmy experiences before...

I have been a rather, shall we say 'avid' viewer these
last coupla' years and I have met many very interesting and
curious individuals in that time. One thing that has stood
out as a very obvious fact has been that the great
preponderance ofthe individuals I've met have been men.
For every ten or so guy's I would meet, I may meet
someone's wife or girlfriend who had a rather, shall we say
'accepting' interest in astronomy...This struck me as a mther
unusual ratio, and I have been quite bafled to some to a
good explanation for it.

It has been offered to me to consider the fad that the
viewing conditions can sometimes be more than extreme,
but we all know that women are the hardier of the two
sexes.

It has been suggested that the admiration of the
splendors ofthe sky remains a male appreciation, but we all
know that true beauty and it's appreciation rests soundly
with the gentler sex...

It has been suggested that the mental processes
required and the specifics ofthe details including the math
that may be involved are more challenging to us men. And
yet for that very women should outshine us. Women having
an accepted greater grasp of science and math far outstrip us
doting males who are challenged by these sciences...

"It's because men like to go and do"... has been
offered as an explanation, but the crificisms I hear more often
bantered about are, "l can't get bh to do an)'thing. He just
wants to sit in front of the t.v." Try to get him out of the
House?! forget it! ! Well to my continued constemation, no
explanation has adequately satisfted me.

So there I was at the PSSG, 5 a.m. Only about 5
dim shadows still lurking about and talking. Suddenly it
came to my attention that I had a FEMALE observing thru
my scope! ! Quick get a Camera...but no, it was Chrissie
and she has been known to stay up with us Zombies...But
who was that with the 13" dobjust south ofus on the field I
wondered... A short sojourn and LOW and BEHOLD, It
was another FEMALE, and she was recording notes of a
galaxy she was viewing! ! ! I was most pleased to make her
acouaintance. Her name was Linda as I recall. Well after I
had gotten over my shock, Chrissie and I returned to my
dob as I had noticed yet another couple of people enjoying
themselves with my equipment. It turns out to be Jim
Jensen, and his CIRLFzuEND Susanne! ! I was stunned and
amazed! This surely was a red letter occasion...THREE
women actively viewing at 5 a.m.?
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I guess there is still hope that our species won't die
out if more women continue to take part.. .I mean after all, if
us guy's spend all ofour time out in the dark without our
woman, surely the gene pool will suffer...

(courtesy of NASA)
Mars Rover (Sojourner) talks a roll for mankind

This 22 lb. rover launched in Dec. 1996 will roam
Mars in its primary mission for seven days. It is equipped
with instruments such as an alpha proton x-ray spectrometer
and 3 cameras. Some objectives include atmospheric entry
science, long-range and close-up imaging, and the ability to
characterize Mars for fuh.re exploration. This is the second
of NASA's low-cost planetary Discovery missions.

Observing Schedule through Dec.
by Phillp Srcco

(this list is not final, other dates mclbe atided,

please remember to checkfor updaresi

July l0th-Flint River Astronomy Club, Guest speaker-
yours truly, presenting- "A Professional approach to
Amateur Astrophotogaphy". Call Larry Higgns 770-227-
2233, or 'SmiW' Smith 770-583-2200 for directions and
tlme.
July llth-Villa Rica, Beginners Moon hopping and
Constellation Gaze. Bone up on naked eye and binocular
observing. Great time for newcomers and beginnen to bring
their scopes out for instruction! Set up time and Roll Offat
8 pm. Mythology and general instruction will take place
before dark.
July l2th-Villa Rica, Beginners Orientation and Star Gaze.
Bring your blankets and stools for your comfort. New
members wanting to have access to the observatory will
want to sit in on these orientations. Start time is 7 pm
sharp. Please Note: The combinations will be changed
this evening for the facinf!
July lsth-Sidewalk Astronomy for Carnp Independence at
Camp Twin Lakes. Assemble time is 8:30 pm but you
may want to get there earlier to get set up easily.

@,
Take Interstate 20 East to Exit 49. Go Right .8

' mile and take a left on Centennial Rd. Go I mile
to Keencheefoonee Rd. and tum right on it. It is I
mile to Camp Twin Lakes entrance on the right
(Camp Independence is at Camp Twin Lakes). We
will be set up at the ball field. Just drive on past

the admin. bldgs., and you will come on back to
the ball field directly.

July 2lst-Sidewalk astronomy with the Girl Scouts of
Cumming. They want someone to help them understand
how to use their three telescopes. I need Help with this
one...It's a committed date, and we don't have anyone to
stand in for it....Please call me ifyou are interested!
July 26th-Wine taste ard Star Gaze with the North River
Crossing Swim and Tennis Association. These folks have
been waiting eagerly forus to come up there. It starts at
7:30 pm. Please bring an hors d'oeuwe.

Directions to Wine taste and saze:
Take Peachtee Ind. Blvd. north and cross over
Jimmy Carter. Go left at the fork onto hwy.
14l iPeachtree Parkway. At the 5th ligh! (Peachtree
Corner Circle, and Q/Trip), go left on Peachtree
Comer Circle. Take the lst right onto West Jones
Bridge (YMCA on comer). Follow to dead end at
Jones Bridge Circle, and go left on Jones Bridge
Circle. Take the 2nd right (Fitzpatrick) into rhe
North River Crossing Subdivision. Stay on
Fitzpatrick a short distance to a stop sign and go
right onto Wilrner (the Associations property. the
Pool will be right there.). The moon won't be up
till alrnost I am, and we will be looking at most of
the planets if we get lucky.....

August 2nd-Dauset Trails, DSG
August 8th-Villa Rica, Beginners Moon Gaze and
Constellation hop. Come on out and learn some
Mythology about your favorite constellations. Bring your
sccpes and binccu:lars for insfuciion. 8 p:r.

August 9th-Villa Ric4 Beginners Orientation and Gaze.
These will be standard events, highlighting the naked eye
study ofthe constellations, their mythology, and binocular
hops. Beginners bringing their scopes will be instructed in
the use of them. Start time 7 pm sharp.
August 30th-Turkey Farm. DSG.

Sept sth-Villa Rica. Beginners Observing Session. 8 pm.
This will be the last scheduled Friday night session
unless I get some volunteers! This is a Great
opportunity for Newcomers and Beginners alike to
really learn the sky....!
Sept 6th-Villa Rica, Beginners Orientation and Gaze. 7
pm. Please remember those stools and blankets.

Oct 4th-Turkey Farm, DSG

Oct I l-Villa Ric4 Beginners Orientation and Gaze. 7 pm.

Oct 31-Nov 2nd-Die Hard observing session at Dauset
Trails
Nov 8th-Villa Rica, Beginners Orientation and Gaze. 7
pm.
Nov 29th-Akins Field, DSG
Dec 6th-Villa Rica, Beginners Orientation and Gaze. 7 pm.

Dec 30th-Dahlonega, DSG.
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Beginner's Star-Hop; July 1997
By Art Russell

After what seemed like the proverbial 40 days and 40 nights, the summer obsewing season has finally
arrived. Admittedly, that does mean high temperatues and high humidity. However, that also means the
summer Milky Way and its veritable host ofopen clusters. One ofmy favorite concentations ofthese
clusters is in the area bounded by the constellations Scomius, Sagittarius, and Semens Cauda. lll admit
that given their low declinations and proximity to the southem horizon, they aren't viewed in their prime at
these latitudes. However, given that all of these objects are spectacular, the time required to view them all
is time well invested.

Enough said. Lets get started. As ever, its always best to get as far away from any source of light
pollution when viewing deep sky objects. Given these objects' low declinations, its even more important.
Invest those few extra minutes to drive a little further out into the countrv to look for these obiects. You'll
be well rewarded.

Star-Hop #1: M7 (NGC 6475), We're picking up where we left off last month, in the constellation
Scomius. First things being flrst, locate Sgg@ius near the southem horizon. The first indicator that you
may be near should be the bright yellow-red beacon that is the star Antares, Alpha (d) Scorpii,the "Rival
of Mars" or the "Heart of the Scorpior?. " From here, locate the star G,lcorpii representing the Scorpion's
stinger, about 20 degrees, or the distance spanned by your little finger and thumb spread against the night
sky at arm's length, to the southeast of Antares. Before continuing on to M7, be sure to examine the area
immediately surrounding G Scorpii for the presence ofNGC 6441, a small, moderatbly bright globular
cluster. From G Scorpii, M7 is a little bit more than 2 degees or twice the distance spanned by your little
finger at arm's length against the night sky, to the northeast. M7 is a bright naked eye object. Moreover,
you should be able to easily locate M7 by sweeping the area with binoculars or a telescope at low
magnification. Binoculars will show M7 as a body ofnebulosity with a few resolved stars. Telescopes in
progressively larger sizes and magnifications will resolve all of M7's visible stars.

Ster-HaF #i: M5.(Ni;c €4+!! !!e l'B!4efgyll!q!!9r.'1 Lccate M6 by rbtuming to our pi€vious
guide star, G Scorpii. Due west J degrees, or about the distance spamed by 2 fingen held at arm's length
against the sky is the star Srdul4 Lanbda (L) .lcorpii. Imagine an isosceles triangle pointed north with G
Scorpii and Shaula as the east and west apexes, respectively. Extend a line 5 degrees, or the distance
spanned by 3 fingers held at arm's length against the night sky, to the north apex ofthe isosceles triangle to
furd a beautifi.rl, compact open cluster which is much smaller than M7. Binoculars will resolve a number of
stars and suggest a "H" or "Butterfly" pattem. Moderate sized telescopes at moderate magnifications will
resolve most ofthe cluster's stars.

Star-Hop #3: M24 (Mel l9TXthe "Small Sagittarius Star Cloud")' M23 (NGC 6494), and M25
(rc 472s).

M24. Our next star-hop takes us from Scoroius to the nearby prominent constellation Sagillalius.
Also known as the "Teapot," the heart of Sagi@ius is located about l0 degrees, or the distance spamed
by your fist against the night sky at arm's length to the northeast ofG Scorpii. Having found Sagitallus,
locate the star E/ Nasl, Ganma (y) Sdgittarii. From there, extend a line a little less than l0 degrees, or
the distance spanned by your fist against the night sky at arm's length, northeast to f]J'd the star Mu (p)
Sagittarii. About half-way there, you may notice a faint patch ofnebulosity. Upon examination, you'll
discover that it is the small globular cluster NGC 6553. Continuing the line from Mz Sagittarii, for a little
more than 2 degrees and you'll arrive at a bright star-cloud buried in the southem Milky Way, M24. Don't
be distracted by a dimmer open cluster enroute. This is NGC 6595, but is much less prominent than M24,
M24 is visible both as a naked eye object, but is better seen with binoculars. Better still, telescopes at
moderate magnifications will reveal an embedded open cluster NGC 6603 which is sometimes mistaken for
M24. Keep in mind how to quickly find M24. We'1l be using it as a start point for s€veral of the following
star-hops.

M23. From M24, extend a line a little more than 4 degrees, or a little less than the area spanned by 3
frngers held together against the night sky at arm's length, west-southwest, and you'll arrive at a bright
open cluster which you can easily find when sweeping the area with binoculars. Moderate magnifications
will show an open cluster relatively with many stars, some ofwhich may suggest a "ladder" or "picture
fi:ame" in aDDearance.



M25. Once again with M24 as a point of reference, extend a line, except this time a little less than 4
degrees east-southeast and you'll arrive at M25. This cluster may be observed with the naked eye, but is
better seen with binoculars where it dominates the view. At moderate magnifications in a telescope, M25 is
a pretty and bright open cluster. Several of its stars may appear to form a "bowl" upon closer examination,
but take a look and make up your own mind. What do you see?

Star-Hop #4: M18 (NGC 6613), Ml7 (NGC 6618xthe "Swan or Omega Nebula"), and M16(NGC
6611Xthe "Eagle or Star Queen Nebula").

M18. Using M24 as our starting point once more, extend a line north-northeast for a little more than 1
degree, the distance spamed by your little finger against the night sky at arm's length. Here you'll find a
small, moderately bright patch ofnebulosity. The cluster is visible in binoculars, but it really doesn't
shine until you examine it with a telescope at moderate magnifications. Take the time to enjoy this often
overlooked gem in Sagittarius.

M17. From Ml8, extend a line I degree north-northeast. Here you'll find a cluster which appears a bit
brighter than M18. Additionally, in binoculars and smaller telescopes you may notice the suggestion of
embedded nebulosiry which you may mistake for umesolved stars. Not so in this case. Examine this open
cluster closely because it is has its own associated nebula and is one ofthe better known objects seen in the
summer Milky Way {lom the northem hemisphere. Moderate to high powers, and / or narrow-band
("nebula") filters will help you to best observe this pretty object. Under the dght conditions, M17 may
resemble the letter "P."

M16. The final jump in this star-hop takes us to another ofthe prominent nebulae in the southem
summer Milky Way. At close examination you may recognize is as one of the recent targets for the Hubble
Space Telescope. Whildive don't have access to the same resources as NASA, its nice to know that we can
get a pretty good view for considerably less money!! From Ml7, extend a line a little more than 2 degrees
to the north-northwest and into the constellation Serpens Cauda. Scan this area with your binoculars and
you'll easily frnd Ml6.
However, binoculars won't do
this object justice. Like M17
preYiously, try to observe Fi15
with a telescope at moderate to
high magnifications and
possibly nebular filters for the
best possible view. Don't dare
miss this object. Miss any of
the others. Not this one!
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The Atlanta Astronomy Club Inc., the South's laigest and oldest
astronomical society, meets at 8:00 p.m. on the third Friday of each
month at Emory University's lvhite llall or occasionally at other
locations (check the hot line for details). Membership is open to
all. Annual dues are $25 ($10 for students). Discounted
subscriptions to Astronomy ($20), and Sky & Telescope ($27)
magazines are available. Send dues to: The Atlanta Astronomy
Club, Inc.,3595 Canton Road, Suite A9-305' Msrietta' Ga.
30066.

Hot Line: Timely information on the night sky and astronomy in
the Adanta area is available on a twenty-four hour basis on the
Atlanta Astronomy Club hot linet 170-62L-2661.

Check out our ASTRO discussion list on lhe tnlemet:
AsTRo@Mindspring.com. Also visit out Intemet home-page:
http://stlspbgtri.gatech.edu/astrokvatlastm.htrr|l
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